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ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE MONTREAL CLINICAL SOCIETY MAY 20, 1976
AT THE CONSTELLATION HOTEL

Montreal, was the usual choice. Of course, those
hadwho earned a Bachelor of Arts degree or who had

in our Jewish Community had to take this third route
into McGill. The circumstances underwhich he chose to

fellow named Eddie Levine who ~9rked ~n the old established family
f'.tlji{

business, a general store. ~ ~ was a very popular and
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he was 23 years old. Garrow estimated that Eddie
would make a good surgeon and this led to Eddie's

a year preparing for th~~H~~~;J them,
McGill and graduated in 1913~ A few months
graduation, specifically in March, 1~13, he
group of five McGill students in a project of organizing
a McGill chapter of the Zeta Beta Fraternity.;-~went

their return they added to their numbers. Let me show
you a picture of the group which developed by March

Blatt. We kno~ about the Goldblatt syndrome rekted to
hypertension since 1934. Not many know that Harry
Goldblatt graduated at McGill in 1916, was the most

exercises in May, 1916. In polite language, he firmly
declared that McGill had been living on Oslerian laurels
and was fast becoming a second class school soon to be
rated as such by the Carneque jnstituti6n. All this, in

C~.l )~.•.~t l2.
I

\.
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Fe.bruary
Louis Gross was born in 1896 and was the

21 when he grQduated with the highest honours, the Holmes
"I ,(

Gold Medal.~ he promptly practised what he preached,
he entered the field of research in pathology. During
the next five years at McGill, he did his great classic

Alton Goldbloom- here he is. Now, he
can best be described as the grandfather of the Oly~pics
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werA organized. Only recently did I learn how it started,
I-J ,_ r"Y

••• r....r<.. 'I _"'" L ••

A young practitioner Nathan Freedman co~ himself rathpc
/

alone and aLlienated in the medical community of Montreal.

He felt the need of a Jewi~h Group. He telephoned an

older confrere Dr. Samuel Ortenberg, who agreed to lend

his name to the project of organizing a medical society
A "1of Jewish doctors. In~~r~3, Nathan Freedma~ succeeded

ln bringing together about 20 odd Jewish doctors at a

of~%ne man skit by Alton Goldbloom ,an accomplished actor.

He got drAssed up as an elderly Jewish gentleman of the
. .".,1 t\.

old school; a beard and
'\ "

mix tureo fLu tv a.,-'En 91ish

a P ri nee A 1 be rt c0a t J who in t~ /'f
u.t:.•

and Yiddish told ~ about his
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examinations and investigations that were carried out
on him including invasion of every aperture of his
body as well as the creation of new apertures. All
this to peels of laughter.

The other item on the program was a
summary of the history of the society which I composed
in the style of the'~old-Headed CanU by MacMichael in
1823. In that book, the Gold-Headed Cane speaks in
the first person singular, In my summary, the minute
book of the" society speaks 1~ the first person singular.
It would take half an hour to read it all but let me
offer you about 5 minutes worth.

"My name is 25-R-500. Until one day
1n the spring of 1923, I occupied a sedate position
at Granger Freres, on Notre Dame St. This was a
heavenly home. The perfume of imported French boo~s
and of those published in our fair province mixed with
the aroma of church incense and candles gave the
atmosphere a holy air. My own pages were numbered and
lined, but nothing had yet been written on them. I felt
marked for life on earth, but I was in heaven, as yet

unborn. Then one day in April 1923, my day arrived and
I was brought into the world, in the usual manner, by an
obstetrician. As hetook me out through the door of
Granger Freres and carried me to a destination which
was unknown to me, I was not afraid. Jostled by people
on the street, bumped up and down in a conveyance which he
drove, my interest and curiosity were aroused, I felt alive~
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That even~ng he exposed me at page number
one and we began a long and happy acquaintance. He is
a youngish man wh~n spite of his boJdness, appears
younger than his age. The blue eyes, large and frank,
the blonde hair and skin tell the story of his Nordic
ancestry. The high broad forehead widening as it rises,
the quiet pensive expression mark him as a student and
idealist. His awfully irregular, but yet not clumsy
handwritting reveal the physiaan and artist. I liked
him then, at first sight. I always will be fond if him.
We looked at each other and then he told me about my fate.
For as long as my pages presented empty lines, I would
continue to attend meetings of a new medical society which
he and smme confreres, all of the Jewish Community, faith,
race or nationality, had conceived, hatched and otherwise
created.

At a meeting held in the Mount Royal Hotel,
on April 10, 1923, Dr. Samuel Ortenberg, who presided,
declared it was high time that such a society should be
formed. Local Jewish medical men needed to get together to
learn from one another. The Montreal Jewish Community
had some fifty good doc tars and the Herzl Dispensary, but they
had no hospital. These physicians should work together in
order to have a hospital built. Jewish girls with ambitions
to follow the path of Florence Nightingale, need a hospital.
Industrial and professional workers in all other fields of
human endeavour were organizing, were uniting; the Jewish
doctors of Montreal should unite. Dr.Maxwell Lightstone,
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which was stored in an appropriate spot in the offic~ at
\:Wi~ [/,'

the Jewi sh Hos pi tal, i. ..•••• I eae1¥ l'4Q' s dis appea red and
/)

this summary remains the only written record of that

being the campaign for funds ~n
J~t.- ~~~

theJ\'0spital in October, 1934.
1929 and the opening of
I shall deposit a copy
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of this summary in the library of the Jewish Hospital.
It's title will be "My name ~s 25-R-500". It may

laughter. Eddie Levine, had the wit for caricaturing.
,rhus one day, when his car was out of order and we had to
walk from the Royal Victoria Hospital to his home on Bishop
Street near Sherbrooke(which was then the Harley Street of
Montrea9, he was rather annoyed at being without his
car. When we reached Sherbrooke Street near Peel Street,
he said, " Oh, it's ok, we have a motor, ye1thefoot-

IVtV'strong motor with the armstrong starte~".,{ got into
the mood for stories, and he had many and told them well,
he told me about the two boys, one English and the other
French who were neighbours in Cornwall. Each was unilingual
but they were learning each othels language while playing.
Soon afterwards, the English boy moved to Montreal and
they did not see each other again until they were in their
30's. The French boy had come to Montreal and quite

frl.accidently, they happened to meet on the ~a~n street.
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gathering his words together answered liMy brother
Paul, she's big man in Cornwall, what you call dat,
de wife of de horse, the maire, yes she is the maire

some of ~unorthodox opinions

of a more substantial kind. Eddie and Ethel Levine
brought into the wor ld and nurtured the next speake, DA Rd~..eJt,riMj.;£ .
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